accelerate your climate action
The Climate Board works with companies to generate financial returns from meaningful
climate action. We provide actionable insights and recommendations drawn from the
experiences of those who are leading the way in today’s
climate-conscious market.
Achieve better climate outcomes while paying close attention to your bottom line.
benchmark performance
accelerate decision-making
tap on-the-ground experience
drive toward tomorrow
broad coverage
Our work brings cross-industry
insight to drive innovation and
subvert groupthink

deep insight
Best practices provide
actionable context and
execution detail

current content
Our ongoing research resource
keeps up with the latest issues
and evolutions

cost-efficient model
Real insight at a fixed price provides maximum leverage for
internal teams and external consultants - do more with your resources

more value >>> more speed >>> more progress

what you get
As a client of The Climate Board, you join a community of leaders driving the climate
transition for a stronger business and a better future. Your membership provides you:

insight
• Unlimited access to researchbased best practices, case
studies, insights, and
benchmarks
• Quick-turnaround research on
mutually agreed topics
• Engagement with our experts to
answer questions, discuss
issues, and address challenges

collaboration
• Access and invitations to events
on emerging climate topics
• Live or virtual presentations for
your organization on
sustainability topics to drive
awareness and support,
facilitate change management,
and move toward best practices
• Direct conversations with peers
to share insights and
experiences

workbench
• Diagnostic assessment of your
organization’s sustainability
approach and relevant
guidance
• Expert document review and
feedback on your sustainability
strategy, messaging, and
reports
• Planning frameworks to guide
your approach

service
Account team that acts as your guide to the right resources, conversations, and tools
Dynamic action plan built on your needs and progress over time
Ongoing engagement to review progress and identify emerging challenges and needs

what’s next
Our 2022 Research Agenda tackles the challenges of mobilizing organizations,
aligning stakeholders, and financing the climate transition.

upcoming publications & resources
Insights from the 2022 Sustainability Function Benchmarking Survey
Electrifying Corporate Fleets: Best Practices from First Movers
Beyond the "Greenium:" Maximizing Strategic Returns from Sustainable Debt
Syndicated Power Purchase Agreements: Guidance for Accelerating Your Scope 2 Transition
ESG Investor Scan 2023: What are public and private equity markets really looking for?
Sustainability Capability Assessment: Critical Competencies for Reaching Sustainability Goals
In Common Purpose: How the Most Successful Sustainability Champions Engage Reluctant Stakeholders

presentations & workshops

focused insights

Climate for Business Leaders 101: A Crash Course in the
Vocabulary, Science, and Implications of Climate Change

Stat of the Week: Easy-to-read analysis of the most important
climate- and sustainability-related facts each week

Profiting in a Climate-Conscious Market: The Business Case for
Sustainability

Profiles in Climate Leadership: Spotlights on the innovative
personalities, companies, and products you need to know

Policy Impact Mapping: What the Inflation Reduction Act
Means for Your Company’s Climate Action Plan

Research Notes: The Climate Board’s ever-expanding library of
issue-specific briefs, explainers, and analyses
*client exclusive - available on demand*
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